TURF CULTURE
LESSON No. 1

The scientist will tell you Milorganite is rich in organic nitrogen; the greenkeeper will tell you it is easy to apply; the treasurer will say it is low in price—but, after all, the important thing about Milorganite is that regardless of soil or climatic conditions it GROWS GRASS.

That is the reason why in seven short years Milorganite has become Lesson No. 1 in turf culture the country over. Surely, it is interesting to know that it is non-burning and long-lasting, but the real answer to its popularity lies in this simple phrase—"Milorganite Grows Grass."

THE SEWERAGE COMMISSION, Milwaukee, Wis.

GOLF CLUBS USE MORE
MILORGANITE
THAN ANY OTHER FERTILIZER

Here's How!

To Mix Them

Your men and women members will now demand their favorite fancy drinks be made and served correctly. Are the employees of your Club capable of satisfying this demand? This Handy Manual, recognized as the "last word," will save them time and avoid much embarrassment.

The book not only covers the recipes and methods of serving more than 300 fancy drinks, but also much needed information on making up drinks in bulk, such as punches, cocktails, cups, etc., as well as full instructions for proper handling, keeping and serving liquors, wines, beers, ales, fruit, eggs, etc.

Includes many selected toasts and is fully illustrated. Contains 135 pages. Handy vest-pocket size. Substantially bound in art leather with gold foil stamping.

SENT PREPAID UPON RECEIPT OF $1.00
Money refunded if not satisfied

FREDERICK J. DRAKE & CO.
Established 1899
Publishers
183 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

Why Spend Needless time and Money...

Killing Worms?

Just sprinkle DIWORMA on your greens, rake up, the job is done. No washing in. No rinsing. And best of all, no burned grass or dead worms left in the ground to attract ants. Also helps prevent and treat brown patch.

Also manufacturers of:
BAN—The Sudless cleaner for ball washers.
NOMOLE—The modern way of killing moles.
Dolge Weed Killer and a full line of sanitary supplies, cleaners, Athlete's Foot preventatives, etc., for clubhouse use.

SAVE as much as 6% on your purchases. Write for details on this saving and full information on the Dolge line.

THE C. B. DOLGE CO.
WESTPORT - CONNECTICUT

MAKERS OF QUALITY PRODUCTS FOR COURSE AND CLUBHOUSE